
 

 

Koropi, 04/09/2020 

 

INFORM leads a Greek-French consortium in the Greek Identity Tender 

 

A strategic partnership has been formed with the IN Groupe (French National Printing Office) 

by AUSTRIACARD, a multinational company of Greek interests, for the participation in the 

tender of a contractor selection, for the project of Procurement of new integrated security 

information forms including the new Greek National IDs. 

The Greek-French alliance bears the "signature" of INFORM, which is the leader of this 

consortium and creates a strong partnership of high standards. 

IN Groupe is a global specialist in identity and secure digital services that has a long experience 

in designing, producing and printing high security documents alongside identity systems. Each 

year, IN Groupe produces more than 35M secure documents, including 8M passports. IN 

Groupe has partnered with 28 different governments. 

AUSTRIACARD has equally extensive experience in the printing of government documents for 

the last 20 years and has partnered with 12 countries in this crucial field. It belongs to 

AUSTRIACARD HOLDINGS, a technology solution provider. INFORM, based in Athens, is also a 

part of the same group. 

The leading of the consortium by a Greek company, INFORM, reflects the quality of the Greek 

technological ecosystem and the guarantee, on a global level, of the local needs and national 

Greek interest on this tender. 

 

About IN Groupe 

A partner of the French government for close to 500 years, IN Groupe offers identity solutions 

and secure digital services, at the leading edge of technology and integrating electronics and 

biometrics. 

From components to services and from documents to interoperable systems, IN Groupe is a 

global specialist in identity and secure digital services. 

Key figures: 407M€ turnover (proforma 2019), 1,500 employees - 7 sites in Europe - +100 

countries using IN Groupe solutions - 28 partner governments 

 

About INFORM 

INFORM (LYK.ATH) was founded in 1897, it has been listed on the Athens Stock Exchange since 

1994 and provides products and services for secure document and information management, 

innovating in digital transformation of businesses and organizations for providing highly 

specialized solutions. It employs 520 workers in Greece, Romania and Albania and has a 

leading position in the markets of Central and Eastern Europe in the Public and Private Sector.  



 

 

 

INFORM is a member of AUSTRIACARD HOLDINGS, an Austrian group of high-tech IT in 

Hardware Embedded Security, which employs 1.300 people and has an international presence 

in three Divisions, AUSTRIACARD, INFORM and NAUTILUS, in the fields of Digital Security, 

Information Management and IoT respectively, with a total turnover of € 135 million in 2019. 

The Group AUSTRIACARD HOLDINGS has a very strong European business footprint, from the 

United Kingdom to Greece and Turkey, with six production facilities and eight personalization 

centers in Europe, as well as two additional personalization centers in South America and the 

USA, which allow to serve its customers, wherever they are, in the best possible way.  

 

For more Information, visit the site www.informlykos.com 

 

 

http://www.informlykos.com/

